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 To St Austell
1. After Hensbarrow the new road ties into the existing road so that the quarry
crossing point can be maintained.
2. Through much of this section the new road continues to follow the line of the
existing B3274 which helps to minimise impact on existing quarry features
such as pits, heaps, ponds and haul roads.
3. To the north of the Stenalees reservoir the new road heads south, away from
the existing road and through the disused Bluebarrow china clay works,
connecting directly into Singlerose roundabout.
4. Due to the gradient of the road here, there will be a climbing lane on the
northbound carriageway after exiting Singlerose roundabout and a gravel
escape lane southbound on the approach to the roundabout.
5. The roundabout at Stenalees will be rebuilt in a slightly different location to the
existing roundabout and enlarged to meet modern standards. It will continue
to connect to existing roads; however the existing Roche Road arm of the
roundabout will be stopped up and replaced by the arm of the new link road.
6. As traffic will not be able to use Roche Road from the roundabout, a new local
estate road is proposed to allow access for the properties in Stenalees which
currently have access from the Roche Road. This new road will connect to
Stannary Road approximately 200m from the roundabout.
7. Between Hensbarrow and Singlerose roundabout there will be a shared path
next to the road for pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians. There will also be
some public rights of way affected which will be diverted as necessary, details
can be seen on a separate banner.
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